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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties are the central foundation of historic preservation philosophy and practice in the United States.
  First drafted/issued in 1976 by the National Park Service’s Technical Preservation Services unit for use:
   in a historic preservation loan program administered by HUD, and 
   for the Historic Preservation Fund grants programs administered at the time by TPS.
   In one form of another, they are used by virtually EVERYONE who works on historic properties in this country.

Today’s presentation reviews the philosophy and theory (meaning, intent, and application of the Standards) explores neighborhood context, and finally analysis of building features and applications to give a complete application of preservation principles to historic building review. 



Application
• Types
• Uses
• Styles and 

Periods

• Sizes
• Materials
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The Standards are general principles that govern work on an historic resource

The Standards apply to properties of all:

  Construction types
  Sizes
  Uses
  Materials
  Architectural styles and periods




Encompass

• Buildings 
• Landscape Features
• Site
• Environment
• Attached, Adjacent or 

Related New Construction
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The Standards encompass:

  Buildings
  Landscape features
  Site and environment
  Districts
  Attached, adjacent, or related new construction




Apply to

• Exteriors

• Interiors
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+ Far East Cafe, Little Tokyo NHL/Tax credit project 
  Exterior elevation and interior dining room significant to Asian community

The Standards can apply to: 
  The EXTERIOR and the INTERIOR of historic buildings

  The Standards are only as good, and enforceable, as the local jurisdiction, ordinance, or guidelines allow




• Preservation
• Rehabilitation
• Restoration
• Reconstruction

Four Treatments

Codified as 36 CFR Part 68

Standards for Rehabilitation for purposes of 
Federal Tax benefits codified as 36 CFR Part 67
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FOUR TREATMENTS: Hierarchy for work from the least intervention to the greatest
  Maintain rather than repair
  Repair rather than replace
  Preserve rather than restore
  Restore rather than reconstruct

  As a conservation agency, the National Park Service felt a need to develop a common language among the preservation community.
  Since many terms can refer to work on historic properties, NPS originally set forth seven treatments to help save historic resources. Simplified in 1992 to four.

The Standards are neither technical nor prescriptive, but are intended to promote responsible preservation practices that help protect irreplaceable cultural resources.  They can’t be used to make essential decisions about which features should be saved and which can be changed.  But once a treatment is selected, the Standards provide philosophical consistency to the work.
NPS Historic Preservation Clocks
Preservation – Time temporarily stopped
Rehabilitation – Time moved forward – can encompass past, present and future
Restoration – Time moved backwards
Reconstruction – Time restarted



Reconstruction

“…depicting, by means of 
new construction, the form, 
features, and detailing of a 
non-surviving”

 
property.
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RECONSTRUCTION

This fourth treatment establishes limited opportunities to recreate a non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or object in all new materials.

  This treatment usually taken to mean recreating a whole building reflecting a specific period of time for interpretative purposes.

Restoration Clock - Time moved backwards
  Time’s ghosts reappear in an all new package




Reconstruction
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+ Sutter’s Fort in Sacramento is a reconstruction of the original fort built in 1839.  Gold Rush vandals had destroyed all but the central two-story building by 1851.

  Reconstruction started in 1950s – interpretation has since changed
  Reconstruction used to be more popular than it is now

  Reconstructed buildings are also not normally eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.  In fact, it is NPS policy not to reconstruct buildings.

  Reconstruction is now viewed as too inexact and inauthentic




Restoration
“…accurately depicting the 
form, features, and 
character of a property as it 
appeared at a particular 
period of time…”
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RESTORATION

This third treatment emphasizes the retention of materials from the most significant time in a property’s history.  

To do this, it may mean removing features from other periods in a building’s history and reconstructing missing features from the restoration period.

Restoration Clock 
  Time is looking backwards to find significance




Restoration
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+  Norfolk Opera House, Connecticut

  Building was built in 1883
  Lost its corner tower in a 1935 hurricane




Restoration
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Completed Project

 Using historic photographs and the original drawings, the owners decided to restore the building to its original appearance




Preservation
“The act or process of 
applying measures 
necessary to sustain the 
existing form, integrity, 
and materials of an historic 
property….”
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PRESERVATION

This first treatment focuses on keeping property as it is now - with all the changes.  Focus is on retention of all historic fabric through conservation, maintenance, and repair of the EXISTING historic materials, features and form of a property.

  No new additions, no demolition in PRESERVATION

Treatment reflects building’s continuum over time, through successive occupancies and the respectful changes and alterations that have been made.

Preservation Clock 
  Time is asleep for record keeping purposes



Preservation
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Preservation would be the appropriate treatment for a property such as the:

  1883 Home of Dr. Oscar Stansbury, a prominent local physician, operated house museum since 1975

  Owned by City of Chico – who acquired it and furnishings from heirs

  Stansbury House Preservation Association exists solely to preserve and interpret house




Preservation
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Maintenance is preservation
Protect your investment

+  Exterior cladding conservation
  Protect exterior membrane –  paint, stucco, brick

+  Building stabilization during construction or of deteriorated features 
  Stanford ceiling plaster – loss of ceiling medallion prompted scaffolding of remaining features




Preservation
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+ Provide basic protection against the elements

Deferred maintenance, material deterioration, or demolition by neglect are all enemies of historic buildings

For lack of a clean downspout, scope of work begins to increase…



Rehabilitation
“…making possible a 
compatible use for a 
property through repair, 
alterations, and additions 
while preserving those 
portions or features which 
convey its historical…

 values.”
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REHABILITATION
This second treatment emphasizes the retention and repair of historic materials, with more latitude provided for replacement, removal, or additions.  

  Likely to involve additional work on a property in order to make it USEFUL once again
  Contemplates possibility of new additions and allows for demolition of portions of a property to serve the new use, provided that the basic historic character survives.

Rehabilitation Clock 
  Time is plugged in to current needs

Therefore, we have STANDARDS for four TREATMENTS,
of which the Standards for Rehabilitation are by far the best 
known, in part because of the Tax Incentive Program.  When 
most people mention the “Secretary of the Interior’s Standards: 
they almost always mean the Standards for Rehabilitation.

So what are the TEN STANDARDS?





§ 67.7 Standards for Rehabilitation Preamble

(a) The following Standards for Rehabilitation are the criteria used 
to determine if a rehabilitation project qualifies as a certified 
rehabilitation.  The intent of the Standards is to assist the long-term 
preservation of a property’s significance through the preservation of 
historic materials and features.

(b) The following Standards are to be applied to specific 
rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking into 
consideration economic and technical feasibility.

§ 68.3 Standards for Treatment Preamble

One set of standards—preservation, rehabilitation, restoration or 
reconstruction— will apply to a property undergoing treatment, 
depending upon the property’s significance, existing physical 
condition, the extent of documentation available and interpretive 
goals, when applicable. The standards will be applied taking into 
consideration the economic and technical feasibility of each project.
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Discuss how economic and technical feasibility is traditionally applied.
Thresholds of economic and technical infeasibility are high.
Project as submitted should already meet the Standards within technical and economically feasible means.
The reviewer should not suggest approaches that are technically or economically infeasible.



Rehabilitation Tax Credit Projects



Standard 1

Compatible Use
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STANDARD 1: COMPATIBLE USE 

  Make every effort to use the building for its original purpose or find a compatible new use

  How to revive historic structures that have outlived their original functions, yet are still viable and desirable places

  Common objective - whether on large scale commercial or smaller residential properties





Standard 1 - Use
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+ Blimp Hangar Museum, Tillamook, OR:

   Built in 1942-43, largest wooden clear-span buildings in the world
  Hangar A burned August 22, 1992

Some buildings are easier than others to find a compatible use








Standard 1 - Use
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+  Ice House in Minnesota: Planned use as housing NOT a good use: No windows in building, but need lots of openings for housing

  Special use properties such as grain silos may be extremely difficult to adapt to new uses without major intervention and a resulting loss of historic character and even integrity.

  Work with palette of materials that maintains and updates aesthetics of original building






Standard 1 - Use
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+ La Quinta Inn  - conversion from bean and grain warehouse/silos
+ McClellan AFB Officer’s Housing – single family residential conversion to multiple unit suites

  Special use properties such as grain silos may be extremely difficult to adapt to new uses without major intervention and a resulting loss of historic character.
  Planned use as housing NOT a good use: No windows in building, but need lots of openings for housing

Important
  Work with palette of materials that maintains and updates the aesthetics of original building




Standard 2

Retain and Preserve 
Historic Character
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STANDARD 2: HISTORIC CHARACTER 

  Look at buildings to determined character defining features
  Retain and preserve them
  Do not destroy distinctive original features or fabric

  How much original fabric remains? 
  How important is the material or feature in defining significance of property?



Standard 2 - Historic Character
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+  Townhouse in DC: Before and after removal/replacement of two story bay

Incompatible Work
  Height – three story vs. two story
  Shape/form 
  Materials – Windows, diagonal wood siding, railings
  Paint

Impact on building and streetscape



Standard 2 - Historic Character
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+ A Sacramento example of increasing square footage
  Emulating history of high water Victorians and bungalows

+ Garage opening infill, Carthay Circle
  Appropriate conversion work would resemble garage opening and door appearance for minimal impact on building character

May need to look at character of historic district
  Avoid new infill that is not appropriate
  Work should be compatible in scale, size, massing, composition, and materials



Standard 3

Recognize Historic Period
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STANDARD 3: Historic Period

+ State Capitol (original 1860s, remodeled 1890s, rebuilt/seismic/restoration late 1970s)

Each property is a physical record of its own time. 
  Retain the sequence of historical development
  Don’t create a false sense of historical development through conjectural features or materials from other periods




Standard 3 - Historic Period
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+  Good twin/evil twin - Victorian double house “colonialized ” on one side
+ Replacement of original porch columns and railings with inappropriate modern metal components

 Little by little - loss of character defining features




Standard 3 - Historic Period
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+  Eagles Hall, San Diego

  Building as constructed in 1917 
  Building was enlarged in 1936 and the 1917 pediment was removed (1990 photo)





Standard 3 - Historic Period
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+  In rehabilitation, owners put the pediment back 

Building now has appearance it never had historically.




Standard 4

Retain and Preserve 
Significant Changes
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STANDARD 4: ACQUIRED SIGNIFICANCE
+ State Capitol Annex (1949 – east side circular apse demolished)

Most buildings change or evolve over time

  Consider later changes as potentially significant

  Retain and preserve significant changes, alterations and/or additions that are important to the building’s history.




Standard 4 - Acquired Significance
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+  Widow Donaldson’s Place: 1840 log cabin had been covered with siding shortly after it was built.  





Standard 4 - Acquired Significance
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+  New owners removed siding

  However, since it had been sided for more than 120 years – longer than the period in which the logs were exposed, that condition had acquired significance and was more significant than the original condition.

(Retain and Preserve Significant Changes)

REHABILITATION
  Allows for retention of alterations that have achieved significance

RESTORATION
  Remove alterations outside historic period



Standard 4 – Acquired Significance
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+  Pacific Electric Building, Los Angeles (1905 with 1947 alterations)

  Owner proposed to remove 1947 lobby, partially restore 1905 appearance including remnants above the dropped ceiling, and add new features thus creating a condition that never existed. 
  But document them first




Standard 5

Preserve Distinctive Features
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STANDARD 5: PRESERVE, PROTECT AND SENSITIVELY TREAT…

…distinctive features, finishes, techniques or craftsmanship that characterize historic property.

Preservation Brief #17: Architectural Character:
Identifying the visual aspects of historic buildings as an aid to preserving their character



Standard 5 - Distinctive Features / Craftsmanship
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+ Workman Temple grounds, + Pacific Electric Building ceilings/conversion to loft housing

Look at the variety of building components for contribution to building character and integrity

  Original or natural handcrafted materials may no longer be available or have become too expensive to replicate
  Check attic, garage, storage areas for original materials

PRESERVE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES, FINISHES, CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES, AND MATERIALS
REHABILITATION
  Emphasis on character defining features of building
  Maintain vs. restore 
RESTORATION
  Emphasis on restoration period



Standard 5 - Distinctive Features / Craftsmanship
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+  Isleton contributor – tax credit project
  Typical Sacramento Delta town construction

Distinctive features and craftsmanship may involve materials and/or features that are:
 differentiated but not compatible
 less durable or maintainable
 more utilitarian




Standard 5 - Distinctive Landscape
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Identify character defining landscape patterns and features
+ Sacramento, Mare Island, Chase Knolls
 
Landscape types may include:
  Public Street/Tree lined streetscape 
  Industrial hardscape
  Garden apartment setting
  Private front yard landscaping

Landscape Features
  Identify character defining features and materials within the landscape
 Fencing, walls, walkways, driveways, hedges, foundation planting, signage




S t a n d a r d  6

Repair Rather Than Replace 
Deteriorated Historic Features
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STANDARD 6 involves the REPAIR RATHER THAN REPLACEMENT, or at least replace to match deteriorated historic features.  

  Where severity of deterioration requires replacement of a feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture and other visual qualities and where possible materials.  
  Replacement shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.




Standard 6 - Repair / Replace
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+  Sacramento/Los Angeles
Survey material first instead of wholesale removal

What is the existing condition – or degree of material integrity of the building prior to work?
  Has original form survived largely intact or has it been altered over time?
  Are the alterations an important part of the building’s history?

  Preservation - if distinctive materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and convey the building’s historical significance.
  Rehabilitation - if more extensive repair and replacement are required, or if alterations or additions are necessary for a new use. 
Restoration or Reconstruction if missing elements



Standard 6 - Repair / Replace
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+  Locke corridor mud sill construction (wood) or no foundation
+  Yosemite Wawona Hotel porch skirting / foundation work – replacement of wood with concrete/structural work

  Replacement materials sometimes necessary due to defects in original construction methods or materials.
  Improve upon original and/or existing condition to maintain building.



Standard 6 - Repair
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+  Examples: Young’s Market, LA skylight, Alcatraz, residential meeting rail 

Preserve, repair and/or rehab original features that give the building its character
  Original windows and doors are important features on historic buildings.  Spacing contributes to visual rhythm of facade 
  Most are made from old growth wood, natural resistance to weather and insects
  For energy efficiency weather-strip, caulk frames or use storm windows

Window Treatment:  A big issue
  Materials may be missing, may have to rely on remnants or documentation; allows for pictorial evidence
  Looks are important, flexibility with materials




Standard 7

Clean Using Gentlest 
Means Possible
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STANDARD 7: CLEANING: Avoid abrasive treatments, including sandblasting, that can damage historic materials

Standards appear to have had a positive effect here: much less sandblasting today than 20-30 years ago.




Standard 7 - Cleaning
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+  Building in Washington DC

  Damaged brick was cleaned, rest was hidden behind a sign and was not accessible to the cleaning, so not damaged




Standard 7 - Cleaning
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Clean using gentlest means possible
  Emphasize gentlest means possible

+  Bradbury sandstone cleaning and consolidation
+  Bradbury wood ceilings – damage by same chemicals used on brick and stone features
+  Taft Building cleaning – Peel-A-Way poultice used on brick





Standard 8

Protect And Preserve 
Archeological Resources
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STANDARD 8 DEALS WITH THE RECOGNITION OF ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES



Standard 8 - Archeology
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+  View of archeological site – Stanford Mansion/cistern
  
Of course the Standards for Rehabilitation don’t govern archeology, which is a large field in and of itself, with a lot of laws protecting archeological resources, such as The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) 

  The Standards for Rehabilitation simply affirm that these laws also apply when above ground structures on an historic property are being rehabilitated.

  For purposes of cultural landscapes, may be required to remove multiple layers of history.  May need to remove top early 20th century layer to expose earlier 1872 brick walkways below.

  What if later landscaping was done by famous architect?




Standard 8 –Archeology
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+  Bradbury Building; building archeology
+ Sacramento hollow sidewalks

(Protect and Preserve Archeological Resources)
Protect and preserve resources and provide for mitigation measures

REHABILITATION
  Only difference is reference to Significant resources; could leave multiple layers

RESTORATION STANDARD 9: 
  Period that will cause least loss of materials that may have achieved significance




Standard 9
Compatibility

Standard 10
Reversibility
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+ Security pavilion addition to State Capitol (2006/07)
STANDARDS 9 AND 10: Deal with new additions, alterations, or any related new construction - consider them together.

+  STANDARD 9: New Additions: Can be Controversial
Three main principles of NPS policy:
  Don’t destroy historic materials when building additions
  Differentiate new from old, let the historic building be SEEN
  Be compatible with the historic

+  STANDARD 10: Reversibility: Attach new additions so that if they are ever taken off, historic building will be there!
  How to blend existing structure w/new building 

Preservation Brief #14 deals with Additions



New Additions
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+  Thomas Mann Building - Portland, Oregon - historic height



New Additions
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+  Addition of fourth floor

Rooftop additions to low to mid-rise buildings problematic due to visibility issues and impact on historic appearance of building.




New Additions
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+  Adding dates doesn’t cut it



New Additions
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+  Hall of Justice, Sacramento 

Original 1917 building with 1999-2000 addition

  New addition should be designed to respect original building character and to preserve its historic integrity
  Addition should not overpower original building
  Additions that replicate the features of an historic building must be clearly differentiated as new construction

   Add-ons should have similar roof pitches and be treated as separate additions to the basic form rather than part of a single complex form




New Additions
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It is almost always preferable to attach a new addition to the rear in order to preserve the historic appearance of the property from the public view.

REVIEW
FOUR TREATMENTS (Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Reconstruction)
 Projects may have ONE treatment as focus, but incorporate other treatments to some degree
TEN STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION, most used Standard
STANDARDS: Underlying philosophy that work involving historic properties should be based on – not design guidelines themselves.

NPS Heritage Preservation Services: A Checklist for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings



• Context
• Codes and Regulations
• Features
• New Construction

Neighborhood Considerations

California Department of Parks and Recreation
Office of Historic Preservation



Use and Type

Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify the building use: single family, multi-family, commercial, mixed-use?
Identify building types: CA examples include Sacramento high water Victorians, SF Victorian row houses, Pasadena bungalows, Eichler tracts, southern California courtyard housing, etc.

  Ancillary structures, (2nd floor) additions, infill




Size and Massing

Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at neighborhood traditional development patterns and evolution. What is appropriate?  A building should be a good fit with its surroundings.
 Look at mass, scale, placement, setbacks, and density and parking
 How to integrate development yet maintain existing quality of life




Scale

Context
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What is existing scale and context?
+ Downtown Sacramento L Street development, + New medical building in design review commercial corridor and on edge of residential neighborhood
  Human Scale – A building should contribute to a more pleasant and humane living environment

 Ideally new development adjacent to historic structure should respect the existing character and provide a transition between the old and new
 Commercial vs. Residential scale design – porches vs. lobbies, driveways vs. parking garage entries, decorative features, window size




Style and Context

Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the qualities and conditions that contribute to the area’s unique identity and coherent city form?

  What is the neighborhood context, pattern, character, and the building’s relationship to the street or district?
  Is there a prevalent architectural style?  Does it include buildings a particular era or time period or display changes made over time?

Consideration: Is compatible but differentiated important? 
The failure to recognize those qualities that comprise a building’s character (its materials, form, features, and detailing as well as relationship to the site and the district) prior to designing and attaching a new exterior addition can result in overall changes that are inconsistent with the historic character.



Materials

Context

Presenter
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Look at materials, finishes and detailing - how are they used?
+ Use of plywood for soffits, sheathing and column construction
+ Historic use of wood boards for sheathing

Identify materials common to building type: Wood, brick, stucco, roofing, eaves, windows, doors, cladding, trim, porches, lighting, etc.
Replacement or substitute materials issues include:
 More maintenance
 Irreversible changes in the character of the property
 Inferior appearance
 Lower comparable property values
Lighting, Parking



Code-required work

Codes and Regulations
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How do Codes affect historic buildings?
Incorporate new systems without adversely affecting the property’s character or integrity (REHABILITATION)
+ Plumbing/electrical  +hazardous material abatement  +skylights (photovoltaic roof panels)

  If poorly integrated, code related actions may jeopardize a building’s materials and historic character.  
  New work should minimize material loss and visual change to an historic building
  Integrate contemporary without destroying historic

  Preservation or Restoration: no new work should be visible
  Reconstruction:should be able to conceal any required new work not contained in the original construction



Energy efficiency

Codes and Regulations

Presenter
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Historic Building inherently green.  Look at examples.
+ LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)

  Maximize daylight exposure to minimize energy needs, conserving resources, or enhancing indoor air quality
  Use historic methods awning, screens and louvers, avoid air units, esp. on main elevations
   Look at ways to improve existing CDF for Energy or Noise

For TAX PROJECTS:
Where a conflict exists between code requirements and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards it should be noted that “…The Standards take precedence over other regulations and codes in determining whether the historic character of the building is preserved in the process of rehabilitation and should be certified.” 36 CFR 67.7(d).



Accessibility

Codes and Regulations

Presenter
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To the greatest extent possible, historic properties must be made as accessible as non-historic properties.
+ Old Sacramento raised wood sidewalks, + San Diego temporary ramp, + Empire Mines ramp on top if existing deck

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 states that
Access to properties open to the public is a civil right.  Most historical buildings not designed to be readily accessible for people with disabilities, yet accommodations could jeopardize the significance and integrity of the historic nature of the property. 

Incentives
A tax credit is subtracted from your tax liability after you calculate your taxes, while a tax deduction is subtracted from your total income before taxes, to establish your taxable income. (see following page)…



Codes and Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEXT SLIDE IS ALL THIS INFORMATION GRAPHICALLY
There are 2 federal tax credits to aid in required accessibility…



Codes and Regulations

DISABLED ACCESS TAX CREDIT (26 USC 44)
Small businesses - ADA related eligible access expenditures

Not for new construction.  Limited to existing facilities that are required to comply with ADA

Amount of credit equal to 50% of eligible access expenditures in a year, up to a max. cost of $10,250.  No 
credit for first $250 of expenditures. Maximum tax credit, therefore, is $5,000.

Eligible: Business that for previous tax year had either revenues of $1 M or less or 30 or fewer full-time 
workers. For architectural adaptations, equipment acquisitions, and services/sign language interpreters, 
readers. 

EXPENDITURES TO REMOVE ARCHITECTURAL AND TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS TO 
THE HANDICAPPED AND ELDERLY (26 USC 190)

Deduction established to help businesses of any size with the removal of architectural or transportation 
barriers

Work must comply with applicable accessibility standards 

The amount of the deduction is a maximum of $15,000 per year and used by any business

Can be used for architectural or transportation adaptations 

Architectural barriers are physical features that limit or prevent people with disabilities from obtaining the 
goods or services that are offered.  Include narrow parking spaces, a step or steps to an entrance or sales 
area of a store, round doorknobs or other hardware difficult to grasp, narrow aisles, high counters, and fixed 
tables and chairs.



Design Guidelines

Codes and Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are Guidelines necessary?
+Alhambra Design Review Corridor, Sacramento: One solution is to impose a thematic approach (cohesive design elements) to limit the architectural style of a district.
 New drug store/parking lot screened by small retail corner buildings and trellis,  
+ New bank building w/Spanish detailing
 +Infill shoebox apartment bldg. – do reg’s require front doors on street?

Design Guideline Considerations 
 Maintenance: is retention of original features and materials encouraged?
  Siding – vinyl and aluminum siding not so much an issue in CA as stucco over original siding
  Roofs,  Doors and Windows as compatible design elements
 Landscaping and Fences - height
Alterations, additions, enclosures, new construction
Sustainable environmental systems: – solar panels
 LIKES AND DISLIKES should not be REVIEW CRITERIA – all decisions should be supported by the adapted guidelines and Standards



Entrances

Features

Presenter
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How do you read a building and identify its character defining features?  How does the new work impact these features?

Look at features and composition, proportions, size, simplicity of proportion, regular arrangement of openings and columns
Create neighborly buildings that address the street
+ Porch Infill on older home – appropriate infill?
+ Porch examples – column size, appearance, style

Is a building setting new a precedent?
  Would these meet the Standards or your design guidelines?



Windows

Features
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How important are windows?
+ Sacramento residential addition – second floor windows make 2nd floor appear top heavy, + Calcot Mills lofts industrial windows replaced in-kind

Items to consider:
  Residential windows should be built of wood. Vinyl coated wood, aluminum coated wood, and solid PVC windows may be used, but only if they are indiscernible from wood at arm’s length.
  Window muntins should divide panes into true divided lights. Only acceptable window styles are those that are adhered to both side of the glass with a spacer in between to be indiscernible from true muntins. 
 Type, size, shape and form, profile
  Energy and Noise



Gables

Features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep it Simple
  If one gable is good, two or more must be better…

Don’t complicate forms – too many gables, dormers, roof breaks waste thousands.  ��Throwing away money on “street appeal” isn’t necessary in neighborhoods where the streets themselves have appeal.

Questions to consider are:
  What was significance of building in the first place?
  What are the before and after impacts to the building and district?




Dormers

Features

Presenter
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Are these compatible?

Look at scale, size, proportions, materials – including windows
I would say…



Example

Project Review

Presenter
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SCOPE:  Expansion of existing one story bungalow within historic district.  
REITERATE: Building type, size and massing, scale, style, materials

BACKGROUND
  Identify placement of building on lot and relationship to neighborhood streetscape 
- in this case the building sits along the boundary of an historic district.
  Identify the building and district’s period of construction, architectural style and character defining features 
– In this case the district is composed of 1 and 1-1/2 story bungalows.




Project Review



Project Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes





Project Review
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Before and After

+ Existing elevation facing historic district
+ Expansion to accommodate program

Considerations
  What is program?  Should not be as much space as possible.
  How much is too much?  What is legally permitted?



Project Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before and After
 
+ Existing alley elevation which faces the rear elevations of commercial properties

Developer justification:  Project acts as a buffer and transition from the commercial properties across the alley and the historic district.





Storefronts

Features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reading commercial property features

+ Wicks Werley – Original but deteriorated storefronts allow for restoration or accurate reconstruction.
+ Sacramento altered storefront – non-original/non-significant alterations allow for flexibility in replacement.



Features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if storefront has achieved significance?

+  Anzen Hardware Store, Little Tokyo NHL, Los Angeles


  Early 1900s building with 1935 storefront that has acquired significance






Residential Front Yard Improvements

Street Features

Presenter
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Dealing with changing values and environment
 Different values when buildings originally built
 Open yards vs. security/crime and/or privacy

Create neighborly streets:  A residential street should be a sociable place that offers a sense of security, with a layered transition from street to dwelling.

  Historic Districts contain a variety of character defining streetscape and landscape features
  Softscape and Hardscape – vegetation, fencing – avoid walls and fences over 3 ft.

  Additive new features should not overwhelm historic property 





Commercial Sidewalk Improvements

Street Features

Presenter
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Downtown Urban Environment

What are components of successful downtown streetscape?
  Paving – original concrete, terrazzo, vs. designed hardscape
  Landscaping – traditional vs. new 
 Avoid “festival or new urbanism”
  Street furniture – Lighting, bus shelters, advertising, waste baskets, etc.
 Relationship of street to building, particularly first floor environment




Street Features
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Storefront Improvements to incorporate outdoor uses
+  Commercial/restaurant conversion of original storefronts to folding glass window assembly
  Arnold Bros. car dealership, Sacramento
+ Recess storefront for smoking patio
  Gas Lamp District, San Diego

Should your review criteria address public right of ways and encourage activity?
  Sidewalk dining guidelines – especially important that streets support pedestrian safety and comfort, and that commercial streets are active and engaging places
  Ideally streetscape additions should be self-supporting, independent of, and unattached to the building and sidewalk





Signage

Street Features
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Presentation Notes
Additional Considerations
+ Bradbury Building, Los Angeles

  Reconstructing sandstone building name – consolidation products
  New inserted storefront w/signage – beware sign creep

Signs
Address
Signage band
Blade, Projecting
Window
Awning
Freestanding



New Construction
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Presentation Notes
New construction should appropriately support and enhance, rather than detract from, historic buildings and districts under regulatory protection. 

  Modern vs. Historic
  Differentiated yet Compatible

Contemporary design may sometimes be better 
Reflects continuing development of context over time







Infill 

New Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What level of Review is required?
  Identical row of town houses – a lost row house is like missing a front tooth.  A solution should not be so contemporary that it completely interrupts the rhythm of the design sequence.
�+Modern Infill
Example begins to pick up forms
Doesn’t match door/window ratios, character, style or scale

Are historic properties protected through
 Historic design review
 Planning and zoning regulations
 What is allowable build-able envelope?
  If historic property is lost, what are restrictions on its replacement?



New Construction
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+  Sacramento Metro Square block infill

Buildings should have consistent materials and details throughout.  Detailing of doors windows and eaves and the type and quality of materials should be similar on all sides of a building.

  Scale and proportion relative to neighborhood
  Avoid garage entrances whenever possible - Even prettiest garages disrupt streetscape with a huge slab of concrete
  Pay attention to side and rear elevation detailing so overall character of project doesn’t suffer - especially if highly visible
  Don’t site buildings as to create useless leftover space around them





Additions

New Construction
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New additions shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property (Standard 9)
+ Rear addition not entirely visible, roofline respected

A new exterior addition to a historic building (such as a service wing, additional square footage, or additional story) may be essential to return the property to a state of utility or upgrade it for an efficient contemporary use


(TAX PROJECTS)
However, the cumulative effect of the design and installation process of a new addition must not radically change, damage, destroy, or obscure those “portions and features of the property which are significant to its historic, architectural, or cultural values.” (36CFR 67.2)



New Construction
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Relationship and Placement of new two story addition
in relationship to original construction

Is addition compatible?
 Similar materials
 Appropriate size, scale, massing
 Materials questionable – doors and windows, eaves
 Impacts to original driveway and landscaping
 Is construction reversible?



New Construction

Adaptive Reuse and New Related Construction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
+  Elliot Building, former auto showroom and garage, Sacramento

PROJECT WORK
  Adaptive Reuse
  New Rooftop Construction
  Structural Retrofit, including visible diagonal bracing

USES
  Ground floor restaurant
  Upper floor office and living lofts

NOTE
New Construction to left 



Related New Construction and Adaptive Reuse

New Construction
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Adaptive reuse of former IOOF (Odd Fellows) Lodge into retail with related new manufacturing facility (Chocoholics)

Is New Construction Compatible?
 Placement and Relationship to historic building
 Scale
 Massing
 Design




Related New Construction and Adaptive Reuse

New Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
+ Main view of historic building
+ Rear elevation and new manufacturing building



California Department of Parks and Recreation
Office of Historic Preservation

For More Information:

• Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings

• California Historical Building Code
• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
• Incentives for Historic Properties

• Office of Historic Preservation:
www.ohp.parks.ca.gov

• National Park Service:
http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/tax/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Standards have served the preservation community and the people of the United States well over the past 27 years.  

In addition, for further guidance on the implementation of the Standards and recommended treatments refer to the: 

SEE OHP WEB SITE FOR LINKS TO NPS AND:
  Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings
  California Historical Building Code
  Incentives: Technical Assistance Bulletin #15
  Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
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